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Servo Hydraulic Fatigue Test Machine PLW-300

Product Details:

Place of Origin China (Mainland)

Model Number PLW-300

Power Hydraulic

Usage Tensile Testing Machine

test type tension, compression, bending, Stress

load cell rate fatigue rate

Payment & Shipping Terms:

FOB Price: Get Latest Price

Minimum Order Quantity: 1 Set/Sets

Port: Shanghai

Packaging Details:
Export packing: cases suitable for the international shipment by

sea and by air

Delivery Time: 4 months after payment

Payment Terms: T/T

Supply Ability: 10 Set/Sets per Month



Detailed Product Description

Servo Hydraulic Fatigue Test Machine

1.Certification: ISO,CE

2.Dynacell load cell feature compensation

3.Wide range of grip

1. Name of Equipment: Servo Hydraulic Fatigue Testing Machine

2. Model of Equipment: PLW-300

3. Introduction

The main frame adopts double pillar single space structure, the base, actuators, pole,

can ensure that stretch, compression fatigue test of the special hydraulic chuck, high

precision load sensor and with hydraulic lock device no clearance can move beams

etc. The hydraulic lifting, lowering beams, with hydraulic lock function, easy to

positioning, lock reliable, easy to operate. Beam position in 50 ~ 600 mm range any

adjustments. The actuator try platform, oil cylinder integration design, high rigidity,

more traditional modular cylinder, leakage link less, more wear and stiffness higher.

Hydraulic collet tight force big, holding fast, reliable, can meet the stretch to

compression test force zero test requirement that stretch, compression cycle fatigue

test. Displacement measurement using LVDT sensor measuring non-contact,

measured accurately, long service life.

Hydraulic source by tank, and a high pressure oil pump motor, electromagnetic valve

and integrated valve piece, cooler, relief valve, pressure gauges etc. The hydraulic

fountain without leakage technology, in any working environment and working status,

no oil leaked and drip; The hydraulic source down noise technology, reduce the

operating noise; Servo oil source can be installed in a single pump room inside, such

noise will not to test indoor.

Servo oil source cooling water used as a way to reduce the oil temperature.

4. Technical specification and performance

Model PLW-300

Test force
Trends:300kN

Static:300kN

Test force accuracy ±1%

Accuracy of displacement

display value
±1%F.S.

Accuracy of deformation

display value
±1%



Range of function generator

frequency
0.01~50Hz

Wave function generator
sine waves,triangle waves,square waves,ablique

waves,combination waves

Control method
load,displacement and deformation,can be switched

with each other

Main frame form Double column

Piston stroke range ±50mm

Distance between columns 700mm

Distance between chucks 50mm~600mm

5. Product Configuration

NO. Name Brand

1 Fatigue test machine Bairoe

2 Fatigue load cell HONYWELL/INTERFACE

3 Trends measure and control system Doli EDC-580

4 Displacement sensor America-MTS

5 Sealing components America-Paiker

6 Hydraulic power Bairoe

7 Motor ABB

8 Oil pump Japan-YUKEN

9 Servo valve America-MOOG

10 Pression valve America-SUN

11 Magnetic exchange valve Japan-YUKEN

12 Computer Lenovo

13 Printer HP A4 inkjet

14 Test software Bairoe TestLive

6. Fixture configuration

1. Hydraulic fixture :1 set of round specimen and board specimen

2. Three-point bending fixture :1 set(optional)

7. Introduction of testing control system

EDC-features:



(1) The "CPU + DSP" dual-core control, bus slots type structure, easy extension,

dynamic performance is excellent.

(2) And computer communication using USB or internet access (RJ45), high speed of

data transmission, implementing software data real-time process.

(3) Bus slots type structure, can expand connection of multiple sensor.

(4) High speed sensor data acquisition card, make sure the dynamic control of the

response and the accurate data sampling.

(5) Displacement, load, deformation closed-loop control, realize smooth control

switch between each other.

(6) The built-in function generator, realize the sine wave, triangle wave, square wave,

oblique wave, the combination of the control of the wave.

(7) Measuring channel synchronized sampling and measurement, the result more real.

(8) Closed loop control quickly, high frequency, to complete frequency 50 Hz

dynamic control characteristic.

(9) Electrical design meet the EMC safety standards requirements.

(10)Sampling and control frequency stability, to ensure the data and control

accuracy.

8. Product feature

(1) Sampling and control frequency stability, to ensure the products have the security

protection function

(2) Low level, super temperature, filter jams,, overload, preset fatigue characteristics

such as number;

(3) The product has remote pressure regulating functions, so as to facilitate the energy

saving;

(4) The non-contact displacement sensor, no wearing, and need not to calibration;

(5) The displacement sensor MTS, absolute position measurement, resolution as high

as 0.001 mm;

(6) Load measurement using Interface fatigue special sensors, high precision, long life,

up to 100 million times;



(7) Fully enclosed hydraulic source and reduce noise;

(8) Using digital DOLI controller, high control accuracy;

(9) Digital controller, synchronous channels collection technology, eliminate phase

difference;

9. Installation

Installation requirements: testing machines are installed on a solid foundation, install

level degree ≤0.2/1000, the surrounding space left is not less than 1m, interior clean,

dry, non-vibration and corrosive gas, power supply AC380V, 50Hz, voltage

fluctuations no more than ± 10% of the rated value.

Our company offer free commissioning and training service to our customers , to

make technicians to achieve skilled operation

10. After-sale service

1) The software is free to update all the time.

2) For the non-human failure, we will supply free maintenance (in China) and

replacement for defective parts.

3) For the equipment operation failure, we will provide a solution within 4 hours. If

the problem can not be solved, we will send engineers to conduct professional repair

service.


